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FEEDBACK
Effective communication between parent and school
management is the foundation of a child's education. To
strengthen this foundation Kothari International School Noida
had taken an imperative step by introducing Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) mobile app and now it is ensuring that the
teachers stay updated with the nuances and functions of the app
by conducting regular workshops.
On 2nd July 2019, another such session was organised for the
faculty members in the computer lab. The teachers took this
session as an opportunity to solve their queries and understand
how they can use this app to stay connected with the parents
through it.

16th July
2019

ASSEMBLY
(GOOD HEALTH
AND WELL
BEING)

4A

Assembly of grade 4A was held on 16th July 2019 in AV hall at 9
am. The topic of the assembly was ‘Good health and well being’.
The students presented the topic in the form of a small play.
Through the play it was conveyed clearly about the benefits of
healthy eating and importance of physical health. A great
emphasis was given on mental health also. A connection
between the health and clean surroundings was also conveyed

PHOTOGRAPHS

by highlighting the campaign Swachch Bharat. The aspects of
healthy living were told in the form of a poem. The assembly was
concluded by a small yoga session carried out by the students.
The parents, teachers and students participated enthusiastically
in the yoga session. Each yoga posture was instructed to the
audience and their benefits were explained. The children were
energetic and enthusiastic.

20th July
2019

DESIGN
WORKSHOP

4&5

On 20th of July 2019, Kothari International School Noida
organised a design workshop for senior grade students pursuing
arts and teachers. Teachers of grade 4 and 5 enthusiastically
participated in this workshop, conducted by Ms. Anandita Roy,
ITM University, Mumbai; and Mr. Gopal and Jitender, Lovely
Professional University.
3D Wall Art and Paper Lantern Decoration activities were used as
the medium to introduce and induce pattern making ideas and
genres of design to the participants.
The workshop provided participants with hands-on experience
and freedom to generate ideas which is the foundation of
designing.
The workshop proved to be an inspiring, creative and colourful
exploration of ideas.

23rd July
2019

ASSEMBLY

5B

( LA TOMATINA)

The Spanish festival La Tomatina was celebrated with great
pomp and fervour by the students of Grade 5B at KOTHARI
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL (KIS), Noida in a special morning
Assembly on 23rd July, 2019. It was a great learning experience
for all. The main objective of the assembly was to raise
awareness about the festival of La Tomatina which is a food fight
festival held in the Valencian town of Buñol wherein participants
throw tomatoes and get involved in a tomato fight purely for
entertainment. It which was potrayed beautifully by the students
starting from how the festival started in the year 1945 to how
the festivities are done now.
The Assembly concluded with a beautiful Spanish Dance
which left the audience spell bound. The entire hall resonated
with positive energy and applauds. Parents appreciated the
efforts put in by all the people who helped in making the
Assembly so amazing.

30th July
2019

WORKSHOP ON
SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL
ISSUES FACED BY
STUDENTS

K1-5

On 30th July 2019, Kothari International School Noida organised a
workshop for the faculty members of grade K1 to grade 5. The
workshop was conducted by Ms Aksi, Ms Atina and Ms Kritika of
Rainbow department and introduced teachers to several
emotional and social issues students may face in a classroom.
While discussing any scenario the state and understanding of
both , a student with learning disability and a mainstream
student, was taken in context to explore the intensity of trauma
any unpredictable scenario may inflict on the students.
The main idea brought in light during the session was the

imperative role of predictability, constant and healthy
communication, understanding types of communication, anger
management strategies, and the adult – child relationship, in
creating a stable and secure environment for any child.
The workshop also brought forward the difference in the needs
and experiences of autistic students in terms of structure,
empathy, communication and perception.

